ALARM, FIRE, TERMINAL CABINET.
ALARM, FIRE, POST INDICATOR VALVE.
ALARM, TRANSPONDER OR TRANSMITTER
ALARM, FIRE, MANUAL PULL STATION
ALARM, GONG
ALARM, HORN/LIGHT, ONE ASSEMBLY
ALARM, HORN/LIGHT, ONE ASSEMBLY WITH CHIME
ALARM, HORN/LIGHT, SEPARATE ASSEMBLY
ALARM, LAMP LIGHT, SIGNAL LIGHT, STROBE
ALARM, MANUAL CONTROL
ALARM, MINI HORN
ALARM, SPRINKLER SYSTEM WATER FLOW BELL
ALARM, VOICE COMMUNICATION PANEL
ALARM, TAMPER SWITCH
DETECTION, GAS
DETECTION, SMOKE CONTROL AND PRESSURE PANEL
DETECTION SWITCH, ABORT
DETECTION SWITCH, VALVE TAMPER
DETECTOR, FLAME FLICKER
DETECTOR, FLOW SWITCH
DETECTOR, HEAT